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I. Introduction:
 Since 2011, SNHR is keen to follow the highest documentation 
standards but faces a number of challenges in documenting arrest 
cases. Some families are unwilling to provide us with any informa-
tion since they fear their son’s life. Our task becomes even harder 
when a female prisoner is involved, since families fear that that their 
daughters might be tortured or executed.
 Usually, negotiations with security authorities start when they black-
mail families and force them to pay, sometimes, tens of millions of 
Syrian Liras in exchange for their son’s or daughter’s release. This 
issue is considered one of the greatest challenges faced by SNHR in 
documenting arrested and released individuals since 2011. 
Even though SNHR documented the arrest of more than 117 thou-
sand individuals, including children and women,   we affirm that our 
estimations indicate that the number of detainees reached more than 
215 thousand, 99 % are held captive in government detention cent-
ers, even though authorities deny these facts. 
Now, Syrians have deep convictions that the international commu-
nity, with all its establishments, is incapable of pressuring the Syr-
ian authorities to release any detainee. However, most of the release 
cases were recorded after prisoners swap deals between government 
authorities and armed opposition groups. 
99% of the detainees are prohibited to talk to a lawyer or their family 
members. Further, none of those government or security personnel 
who were confirmed to perpetrate crimes was held accountable to it; 
on the contrary, they are protected by the government itself. 
SNHR documented the arrest of not less than 117 thousand persons, 
since the beginning of uprising in March 2011. 
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This mounting number of arrested individuals is due to several reasons: 
1. A great number of detainees were imprisoned since their relatives, siblings, or family members 
were involved with armed opposition groups or since they provided humanitarian aid to people in 
need. 
2. Most of the arrest cases are conducted randomly against people who are not involved in protests, 
relief aid, or military actions. 
3. The Syrian regime continues to imprison a great number of civilians who did not participate in 
the uprising despite judicial orders for their release.

1. Government forces control densely populated areas like the main cities in each governorate and 
use a systemized policy of arbitrary arrests against civilians in these regions. 
2. It is worth mentioning that there are multiple forces, affiliated to government authorities, who 
are responsible for arbitrary arresting civilians and detaining them in certain prisons that are not 
subjected to judicial supervision where detainees are not treated according to the Syrian stipulated 
laws. 
3. A great number of arrest cases are driven by blackmails or sectarian grudges. SNHR records 
show that more than 95% of the detainees in government and its militias’ prisons are of Sunni 
majority.  
4. The widespread arrests motivated by extortion or sectarian grudges, especially in unstable se-
curity areas. These areas experience ongoing conflicts and are either under the control of several 
groups, or not controlled by conflict parties. As a result, local armed militias, who are not affiliated 
to any of the conflict parties, emerged and contributed to the current conflict. 

Details about detainees can be found through the search engine on SNHR website, you may also 
add the name and details of any detainee as the concerned team will check the data and upload it 
if proved accurate.

II. Report Details:
In January 2016, government forces launched widespread arrests and raids campaigns to force 
military recruitment on young men. These campaigns targeted high school and university students, 
and government employees, even though they possessed military recruitment postponement docu-
ments.  
ISIL also launched widespread arbitrary arrests in regions that are under its control. These arrests 
targeted a great number of armed opposition members or residents who are related to them or 
against civilians who were trying to leave the regions controlled by it, especially in Homs suburbs. 
Kurdish Self Management Forces also carried on with its arbitrary and systematic arrests against 
Arab civilians, activists and politicians in regions under its control. 

http://www.sn4hr.org
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In January 2016, we recorded a surge in arbitrary arrests that were made by Al Nusra Front against 
media and civil society activists in Idlib. 

- The following charts depicts the arbitrary arrests in January 2016. We assure that these numbers 
are the bare minimum of what we were able to document due to the current security and logistics 
obstacles.
Arbitrary Arrests Documented in January 2016: 
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Documented Releases in Different Detention Centers in January 2016: 
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Parties responsible for raids:
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 II. The Most Significant Arbitrary Arrest Cases in January 2016: 
A. Government Forces: 
Hadeel Mohamad Wrak, a female from Aleppo city, 37, a house wife, was arrested by government 
forces on one of its checkpoints in Aleppo city on 1 January 2016. She was transporter to the politi-
cal security branch in Aleppo. Her fate is still unknown for her family and SNHR was well. 

Mrs. Mayasa Al Tyanawi, from Al Zabadani city in Damascus suburbs, 31, was arrested on 24 
January 2016 by government forces while she was leaving Syria in Al Masnaa’ border crossing 
point with Lebanon. Her fate is still unknown for her family and SNHR was well.

(The detainees name shall be kept secretive due to security reasons), a dentist from Damascus, 36, 
was arrested by government forces on one of its checkpoints in Al Mazzeh neighborhood in Da-
mascus. He was taken to the 2015 Branch, the General Military Intelligence Branch, in Kafr Sousa 
in Damascus. His fate is still unknown for his family and SNHR was well.  

B. Extremist Islamic Groups: 
Media activist Raed Al Fares, from Kafr Nabel city in Idlib, a media activist in Radio Fresh, was 
arrested on 10 January 2016 by Al Nusra members after they raided his office and confiscated his 
possessions. He was released on the same day after signing a pledging statement. 

On 10 January 2016, Al Nusra Front arrested Jameel Al Lbababidi from Ma’art Al No’man city but 
he was released in the same day after his equipment was confiscated. 

On 7 January 2016, Al Nusra Front arrested media activist and photographer Ammar Aref Al Abdo, 
19, on one of Al Nusra’s checkpoints from his town, Balshoun. His fate is still unknown for SNHR.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2pa2B5VWhEOdDRxSDBGU196enc/view?usp=sharing

C. Kurdish Self Management Forces: 
Mahmoud Hajji, from Tal Adas town in Al Hassaka suburbs, the president of the Local Kurdish 
Council in Tal Adas, was arrested by KSM forces on 17 January 2016 from his residence in Tal 
Adas. His fate is still unknown for SNHR and his family as well. 

D. Armed Opposition Groups: 
On 30 January 2016 members from an armed opposition group in eastern Ghouta arrested Abdul 
Mo’meen Amwar Homs from Douma city due to a law suit against the news agency he worked 
in since the agency conducted a survey entitled “Syria’s Future: Between Assad and Baghdadi”. 

http://www.sn4hr.org
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2pa2B5VWhEOb3dvTE1NZFBGaEE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2pa2B5VWhEOYS13LTFrZHhkbTA/view?usp=sharing
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Abdul Mo’meen, 20, is an independent media activist from Hamouriya city in Damascus suburbs.

E. Unidentified Groups:  
On 11 January 2016, armed individuals abducted Mahmoud Hassan when he was next to his house 
in Al Sakhour neighborhood in Aleppo that is under the control of armed opposition. On 18 Janu-
ary 2016 Mahmoud was able to run away and we are unable to identify the perpetrators until this 
moment. 

Recommendations: 
1. The Security Council must monitor the implementation of the resolutions: 2042 issued on April 
14, 2012, resolution 2043 issued on April 21, 2012 and 2139 issued on February 22, 2014 that put 
an end to the arbitrary arrests.

2- The United Nations and the International Community must shoulder their responsibilities to-
wards hundreds of thousands of detained and missing individuals in Syria.

http://www.sn4hr.org
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